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Have you always wanted to write your own book and get it published? If you have written a book or even

if you have a yen to be a writer, you are probably already aware of the competition in the writing field.

Most of those who submit unsolicited manuscripts to agents or publishing houses are rejected without the

book even being read. This can be enough to turn any writer off the idea of writing their book. After all, if

you go through the trouble of writing a book, you certainly want to see it published, right? You have

probably heard about vanity press, that publish your book and make you order hundreds of copies. This

costs thousands of dollars and who has the money, these days, to put out that kind of money to get their

book published? Especially since they seem to be limited to selling only to family and friends? Most

people are aware of vanity press and want to avoid it because it costs so much money. Perhaps you have

an idea for a book but do not know how to put it together? This is common for someone who is

considering writing either a fiction novel or a non-fiction book. Writing the book may seem easy for

someone who has never before undertaken this endeavor, but it can be far from easy. The way the book

reads upon completion is not the same way that it comes out of your head. A book starts with a creative

spark - an idea, the title of a song, an image or even a dream that you had - and goes from there. It can

be difficult to convey everything concisely in a 200 page book. You have to be concerned about

consistency, character building and plot movement in the book. But if you want to write a book, there is

hope for you. If you have the desire to be a published author, the only thing that is stopping you from

doing so is yourself. You can write a book and have it published without it costing you a fortune. Hope for

every writer!... Every writer has a voice that they long to be heard. It is just a matter of getting that voice

out to the public by way of the book. Unfortunately, the big publishing houses will very rarely take a book

by an unknown author. Most of them do not accept unsoliticted manuscripts at all and most will only deal

with literary agents. Literary agents do not usually accept manuscripts from an unknown writer, either.

They look for books from someone who has a proven track record and will make them money. Agents

usually have a law degree and act as a lawyer on behalf of their clients. Like most lawyers, they do not

like to work for free unless they feel that there is something in it for them. But thanks to the internet as
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well as advances in computer technology that involve printing, any writer can get their book published in

an affordable way. Forget vanity press - those days are over! You can get your book self published with

an online company that offers new and experienced writers a chance to get their voices heard. This is a

print to order procedure that does not cost the writer much money at all and will even get their book on

Amazon. If you have always wanted to be a writer, now is the time to do so! There are many books

online, as well as tips that can help you write your own book. Chances are, if you are reading this, you

have already started on your book or are at least contemplating writing it. This guide is for new writers

and gives you the basic principles of how to write a book. In addition, it teaches you how to market your

self published book, something that you have to do even if you have a book published by mainstream

press. This is the only book of its kind that tells you the truth and gives you the resources you need to get

what you want. Inspiration and Information! 1) Learn how to get started writing Even if you have never

written anything before in your life, if you have an idea for a book, you owe it to yourself to get it out there!

This book will take you step by step through the process of writing book from start to finish, and how to

complete it so that it is ready for the press! This book teaches a new writer everything that they need to

know about how to write a book that others will want to buy and read! 2) Learn what to do after your book

is published In addition to giving you resources on where you can self publish your book as well as

different ways that you can do this, you need to then learn what to do once your book is published. Just

sit around and wait for sales? Not a chance! You need to market your book just like anyone markets

bestselling books, films and other new art forms. Your book is a work of art, but it will only be read if

others know it exists. Fortunately, this book gives you ways that you can market your book without

spending a lot of money or, in most cases, any money at all. Here is what you will learn inside this

guide.... How Much Is That Worth To You? For only $17, you can download a copy of Self Publishing -

How To Write, Print & Sell Your Own Book. Right away and start learning the secrets that few people

know when it comes to becoming a successful author. I am sure there are fancier hardbacks out there on

the market, however the information you will get inside this guide is practical information that any budding

writer can benefit from. This guide is not marketed towards the rich or the poor, it is marketed for anyone

who wants to be able to better understand self publishing. 100 Love It or Leave It 90 Day Money-Back

Guarantee! If youre not totally thrilled with theSelf Publishing guide for whatever reason at all, simply

send me an email and Ill cheerfully refund 100 your money with the click of a button. Youve got a full 90



days to try out the material. This is a no questions asked, no fuss money-back guarantee I like to adopt.

Is that fair or what? Look at it this way - $17 really is a drop in the bucket compared to the time and

money you can save yourself... Heres How To Order To Right Now! Click here for an instant download of

this material. Once your credit card is approved, you will be taken to a special download page where you

will have instant access to the ebook. Special Offer - $17 for next 20 orders only!
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